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While the crew of the UN Expeditionary Force's pirate starship Flying Dutchman are enjoying a

luxury vacation cruise (not!), UNEF troops are still stranded on an alien-controlled planet. Major

Emily Perkins and her team are busy picking up the pieces, and it's not easy, because there is

trouble on Paradise....
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This book is about the supporting characters from the main series to (I assume) keep up the interest

in the series while the next arc is being written. The plot was ok, but it left me feeling that the plot

was forced, since the problems would be thing like: being forced to be a farmer, what would happen

to the women (i.e. raped, kidnapped, or force to marry a man and have kids, brothels, etc.), or

working as force labor which wouldn't be interesting or hard to write about. Basically, the "everything

is basically fine" just doesn't feel right, but hey, their aliens and I guess itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s possible

that of the men could maintain order and disciple under these conditions. Personally, I would think

stories should have been about trying to break out of the constraints put on them like: trying to save

and breed the pigs, not being sterilized by the aliens, or starting up a business would have been

more real, but thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s me. The next book will be about the keepers so I assume it

will be about redemption and survival.

I really liked the basic series and hope the author continues it. I really hate the 123 sequences and



serial TV style now current in publishing. (I like to sit down and read the story, start to finish. I realize

some stories take more than one, but few require exactly 3)This "side-bar" story fits okay with the

originals, but I also want to know what's going on with Skippy.

Great novella that ties into what's happened in book 3. I missed Joe and Skippy at first, but as the

story progressed I was quickly sucked into it. Another great book from Craig Alanson that gives

answers to some questions that were left in book 3 and also dips more into some of the interesting

characters introduced in the first few books, but mostly left on the sidelines, then.

I am so glad the author decided to do this novella. I love the series and cannot wait until the next

Skippy comes out!

Even without the main characters of the other books (including "Skippy"), the novella advances the

story. I enjoyed hearing about the ongoing action on Paradise, and Alanson and Bray combine

again for a great performance of great characters.

Excellent book in this series. You must read the series from the beginning to make any sense of

what's going on, but it's a worthy read if you like sci-fi with aliens, especially aliens that vary from

truly despicable to not-so-bad.

The writer is getting better with each book. Short Novella that is blazing fast. I'm a big Ringo Scalzi

fan. He's entering their realm quickly. Killer series of books and looking forward to his next release

in May. Ignore the negative comments about punctuation in other book reviews. His storyline rates

with the best scifi military warfare series. Surprised a major scifi publisher has not snatched him.

With the narration this book will take no longer than an evening reed after dinner. This price is low

but for what was written no more than 99 cents worth of material, the mini story is very good, Nert is

a great new charracter.
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